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We thank the reviewers for their comments and suggestions on the manuscript. We
outline below responses to the points raised by each referee and summarize the changes
made to the revised manuscript. We have also provided a revised version of the
manuscript with changes appearing highlighted in yellow in the text.
Reponses to RC2
> 1) Period data coverage: The data used in this paper stop in 2013. Did the
measurements stop in 2013, or were they continued but not used for this work? In the
first case, it must be clearly indicated in the text. In the second case, why more recent
data were not used?
As mentioned in the introduction, the almost daily IAGOS flights between Namibia and
Europe only took place between 2006 and 2013. The precision "equipped with IAGOS
instruments" has been added for clarity.
> 2) Life-time of CO/O3 vs SOFT-IO time backtrajectory: The Soft-IO time backtrajectory
is 20 days (line 144). The lifetime of CO in the troposphere is larger than 20 days, then
the analysis takes into account only recent contributions of CO. Can the authors assess
whether this approximation significantly influences the results or not?
You are right. Average CO lifetime is about 40 days in troposphere. The purpose of SOFTIO is to give an indication of the origins of the CO anomalies, i.e. the CO recently emitted
by anthropogenic or fire sources. Considering back trajectories for more than 20 days
would cause several problems: (i) an increase in computing time, (ii) an increase in
uncertainties on trajectories and (iii) a more difficult estimation of the CO quantity
because its potential reactivity during its transport is not taken into account (uncertainty
limited by using shorter durations). Taking 20 days as the duration for the back
trajectories, we already see masses of air coming from the other side of the globe.
Moreover test has been realized during SOFT-IO development and back-trajectories longer
than 20 days have a little influence in the CO calculations (either intensity or origin) with
increased dispersion over time
> 3) differences between IASI and IAGOS: Figure 5 presents seasonal IASI maps of CO
and O3, with IAGOS points superimposed. This highlights that IAGOS CO and O3 values

are systematically largely over IASI values, for the two gazes and the two seasons. The
authors mention that these discrepencies and biases are due to very different natures of
observations (line 391). Why not but I think that this point is important and the text has
to be clear and precise. IAGOS overestimates O3 and CO or IASI underestimates ? Why
exactly ? I have read the two following papers: “Maya George, Cathy Clerbaux, Idir
Bouarar, Pierre-François Coheur, Merritt N. Deeter, et al., An examination of the long-term
CO records from MOPITT and IASI: comparison of retrieval methodology, Atmospheric
Measurement Techniques, European Geosciences Union, 2015, 8 (10), pp.4313-4328” and
“Safieddine, S., Boynard, A., Hao, N., Huang, F., Wang, L., Ji, D., Barret, B., Ghude, S.
D., Coheur, P.-F., Hurtmans, D., and Clerbaux, C.: Tropospheric ozone variability during
the East Asian summer monsoon as observed by satellite (IASI), aircraft (MOZAIC) and
ground stations, Atmos. Chem. Phys., 16, 10489–10500,
https://doi.org/10.5194/acp-16-10489-2016, 2016”, But I could not find evident reason
for the discrepencies of the present study. Could it be a problem of difference of altitude
of observation between the two ?
The two references cited by the reviewer are not really appropriate for comparisons with
the results presented in our paper. George et al. compare integrated columns from two
satellite nadir thermal infrared sounders (IASI and MOPITT) with similar sensitivities and
coarse vertical resolutions. Therefore they cannot detect biases related to the remote
nature of the satellite observations. In Safieddine et al. there are comparisons for the 0-6
km integrated columns between IAGOS and IASI-FORLI data for O3 and CO at Asian
airports. Because of differences in altitude range, but also product and region, it is not
appropriate for our study concerning SOFRID O3 and CO in the UT over Africa. SOFRID CO
has been validated over Africa by De Wachter et al. (2012) which is cited in our paper.
Nevertheless, in De Wachter et al., we make quantitative comparisons with partial
columns from IAGOS vertical profiles at take-off and landing. Here, as stated in the
manuscript, we make direct comparisons with IAGOS cruise data in the UT. The results
are therefore not comparable to De Wachter et al. (2012). The aim here is to evaluate the
features observed by IASI in the UT in order to use IASI data to characterize the CO and
O3 2D UT distributions to complement IAGOS latitudinal African transects. As IAGOS
provides in-situ observations at a precise altitude and IASI remote sensing data with a
broad vertical resolution (~ 6km) the comparison is only qualitative.
Concerning O3, the largest discrepancies appear between ~5°N and ~25°N with a large
undersestimation of SOFRID versus IAGOS. These discrepancies are probably resulting
from the bad representation of the emissivity of arid and desert surfaces which impacts
the IASI radiances in the O3 band used for O3 retrievals.
In order to provide some clues about SOFRID versus IAGOS discrepancies we have added
the following statements:
L~390 for CO: “Indeed, with a coarse resolution of about 6 km (De Wachter et al., 2012)
SOFRID-CO at 253 hPa is a weighted average of the profile over +/- 3km around this
level. The most significant underestimation of SOFRID-CO occurs around the latitudinal
maxima (Fig. 4) which is caused by the advection of the convective outflow loaded with
fire products. SOFRID at 253 hPa therefore results from the smoothing of the maximum
with lower values from above and below 253 hPa.”
L~378 for O3: “The extrema discrepancies between IASI and IAGOS in DJFM and JJASO
mostly result from an underestimation of IASI O3 relative to IAGOS between 5-10°N and
the northern boundary of the tropics at ~25-30°N. This underestimation is most probably
related to the poor representation of the surface emissivity by the climatology used by
RTTOV over arid and desert surfaces in the 10 mm region. Such a retrieval problem over
desert regions has been documented by Boynard et al. (2018) for FORLI-O3.”

> 4) Minor point: Line 386: The text mention four seasons but the analysis is based on a 2
seasons separation
There are indeed 4 seasons or periods that we have divided into two groups: two main
seasons (DJFM and JJASO) on which the study mainly focuses and two transition periods
(AM and N) which are also studied but less in detail. Maybe the misunderstanding comes
from an amalgamation between “seasons” (which are 4) and “main seasons” (which are
2).
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